Introduction
The total variety of protein structures is considerably smaller than the variety of protein sequences. This is commonly explained as the result of physical limitations and the evolutionary history of natural proteins. As more structures are solved, observations of the recurrence of similar threedimensional (3D) chain traces between proteins which are dissimilar in sequence are becoming increasingly frequent. Describing the structural similarity relationships between a new structure and previously known structures has therefore become an essential follow-up of protein structure determination. For example, claiming that a new structure represents a novel fold requires the exclusion of significant similarity with any other known structure [1] . In light of the complexity of comparing 3D shapes, and with the number of protein structures known in atomic detail already exceeding five thousand and doubling every two years, this may seem a daunting task. Fortunately, the solution is provided by a new generation of automatic computer algorithms for protein structure comparison that allow continuous monitoring and classification of the rapidly increasing flow of new structures [2] [3] [4] [5] . Here, we briefly review the Dali system for structure classification (accessible for structure comparison in 3D via e-mail to dali@embl-ebi.ac.uk or addressing http://www.embl-ebi.ac.uk/dali). We illustrate how protein structure database searching can lead to evolutionary discoveries or the identification of new types of protein architecture. We also revisit the popular question of what constitutes a fold or fold class and introduce the concepts of minimal functional core and minimal structural core.
Fold space
The following two statements appear only subtly different, but exemplify two different conceptual frameworks of fold classification: one states that the structure of luciferase is a triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) barrel, the other, that luciferase resembles triosephosphate isomerase. The former statement goes with traditional and widely used protein structure taxonomies. Loosely speaking, these taxonomies are based on the assertion that there exist abstract descriptors which group together structures related by common evolutionary origin and/or common physical principles which can be identified in single structures by qualitative visual analysis [6] [7] [8] . The latter statement goes with a new conceptual framework, that makes no theoretical assumptions but simply describes the structural data by pairwise geometrical relationships in the context of an all-on-all comparison. This approach results in an internally consistent, objective, overall classification of protein structures with interesting implications for protein evolution and folding. Conceptually, the all-on-all table of similarities positions each structure as a point in a high-dimensional fold space ( Fig. 1 ). In the emerging picture of fold space, neighbours at close range represent protein families related through strong functional constraints (e.g. myoglobin and haemoglobin). Neighbours at an intermediate range are related by structure similarity that does not necessarily support similar function (e.g. globin and membrane-insertion domains of bacterial An image of fold space. Quantification of pairwise structural similarities in an all-on-all comparison allows one to position each domain structure relative to the others in an abstract, high-dimensional fold space. The long-range distribution of different architectures (where ␣, ␤ and ␣␤ refer to secondary structure composition) is revealed in a projection down onto the plane based on multivariate scaling. Mathematically, an eigenvalue problem is solved; the input is the matrix of all-on-all structural similarities, the axes are the two dominant eigenvectors [2] . Each point is a domain of a representative set of sequence-unique protein structures with less than 25% pairwise sequence identity. Proximity in the plot corresponds to correlated structural neighbourhoods. Large circles denote the position of structures shown in the other figures (identified by figure number). Intuitively, very close structural neighbours have complete and precise structural overlap, while common regions between more distant neighbours have larger variation and cover a smaller part of the structures. The quantitative analysis of neighbour relations involves two steps: structural alignment optimizing a geometrical similarity score (i.e. finding the structurally common parts); and estimating the statistical significance of the match (effectively penalizing for structurally unique parts). The first step is implemented in Dali by comparing matrices of intramolecular distances between residue centres (i.e. C␣ atoms) with the goal of identifying substructures that are described by submatrices with small distance deviations. The quantitative geometrical measure of structural similarity is the weighted sum of similarities over equivalent intramolecular distances in the common core. This formulation leads to a combinatorial optimization problem: which residues in protein A paired with which residues in protein B maximize the similarity score? The algorithmic solution to this problem [2] detects recurrent substructures between two proteins. Similar substructures composed of ␣ helices and ␤ sheets recur at all size levels and not necessarily in compact units. The statistical significance of a match depends on the similarity score and the size of the structures being compared. We have empirically calibrated this dependence against a large set of pairwise comparisons, and express the strength of structural similarities in terms of Z scores (i.e. standard deviations above the mean). In practice, we almost invariably find that functionally homologous structures score higher than similar structures that have no functional relationship. In other words, the structural similarity scores appear to capture an evolutionary signal above that due to possible physical convergence of protein architectures.
An example of database searching
The computational tools described above enable structural biologists to fish out the structural neighbours of a newly solved structure from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Let us look at a concrete example that illustrates the fast developments and potential for biological discoveries in structure databases. The histidine triad (HIT) protein family was first defined based on the presence of a conserved sequence motif. The family is highly conserved in all forms of life which suggests it has an important cellular function, even though it is not known which cellular processes these proteins are involved in. The structure of one member of the HIT family, protein kinase C interacting protein 1 (PKCI-1), was solved last year. On release of the coordinates by the PDB [1] , in June 1996, scanning the structure database found no significant neighbours. Indeed, about 15% of new, sequence-unique structures represent structurally unique folds [9] . However, within less than five months a close structural neighbour of PKCI-1, galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase (GalT), was revealed in routine processing of the PDB updates: GalT covers practically all of the HIT dimer structure (Fig. 2 ). Further analysis of the structurally phased sequence alignments revealed functional signatures leading to family unification of HIT and GalT. This analysis also lead to 166 Structure 1997, Vol 5 No 2
Figure 2
Structural recurrence with evolutionary implications. Structure database searching can lead to considerable information gain through the unification of remotely related protein families into structurally and functionally conserved superfamilies. Shown here is the striking similarity between a member of the histidine triad (HIT) family of proteins (PKCI-1 [16] ; top), and galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase (GalT [17] ; bottom). The intermolecular symmetry of the PKCI-1 homodimer is reflected in the approximate intramolecular symmetry between the duplicated subdomains of GalT (red and green regions, additional elements in GalT are in white). The structural alignment reveals conserved functional residues, in spite of a low overall sequence identity of 16%. The discovery of a remote evolutionary relationship permits deductions about the active site of HIT proteins based on the biochemically characterized GalT proteins [11] . (All ribbon diagrams were plotted with Molscript [19] .)
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GalT detailed function predictions for HIT proteins [10] . About 35% of sequence-unique new structures take up membership in existing functionally related superfamilies [9] , but surprising discoveries of remote evolutionary relationships, such as that between HIT and GalT, are of course much rarer [11] [12] [13] [14] . Curiously, the structure of GalT appeared in print one year before that of the HIT protein (in reverse order of their release by the PDB) but the similarity appears to have gone unnoticed; in fact, quite different vocabulary (␤ meander [15] versus antiparallel half-barrel [16] ) was used to describe the two structures. Database processing was essential in this discovery.
All-on-all comparison: recurrent domains
The detection of structure neighbours is not only useful for comparing single structures against the database, but the automatic methods can also be applied to perform all-on-all comparisons of a complete set of known protein structures.
However, there is one technical problem that must be solved before the results of all-on-all structure comparison can be turned into an objective structure classification. Visual inspection of protein structures has shown that most larger proteins are constructed in a modular fashion being comprised of globular, compact, often loosely connected units called domains. This phenomenon is beautifully
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Figure 3
Structural recurrence of physically compact units. Domains are commonly perceived as the basic units of protein folding, function and evolution. Their basic characteristics are a compact globular shape and their recurrence in different structural contexts in many proteins. This principle is illustrated by mammalian phosphoinositide-specific phospholipase C enzymes (PI-PLC) which act as signal transducers, generating two second messengers: inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate and diacylglycerol. The crystal structure of phospholipase C␦1 (middle) reveals a multidomain protein incorporating recurrent domains (modules) shared by many signalling proteins [20] . The closest structural neighbour for each domain of PI-PLC is shown in matching colour. For example, there are two Ca 2+ -binding EF-hand domains which also recur in tandem in the proteins recoverin and troponin C. Only the catalytic domain is shared with bacterial phospholipase C.
Recoverin
Troponin C Synaptotagmin Mammalian phospholipase C Bacterial phospholipase C illustrated by mammalian phosphoinositide-specific phospholipase (Fig. 3) . The crystal structure of phospholipase C is comprised of four domains, and similar domains have been found to occur in several other proteins with relatively sharp boundaries between the recurrent substructures. Classically, domains are thought of as capable of folding independently, shuffling in evolution between different proteins and often carrying with them a distinct biological function. Because of these important properties, structural classifications are commonly defined at the level of visually identified domains [6] [7] [8] . How can protein structures be objectively cut into domains, given the 3D coordinates?
The two most useful criteria for characterizing domains are physical compactness and structural recurrence, and they should be used in combination to resolve conflicts in domain cutting. Conflicts arise because the recurrent substructures detected computationally do not necessarily coincide with visual parsing of 3D structures into physically compact domains (Fig. 4) . In other cases, such as the HIT/GalT pair (Fig. 2) , human experts' domain definitions may be influenced by evolutionary considerations. It would seem plausible that the HIT protomer folds up before dimerization and, for consistency, GalT should then be viewed as a two-domain structure rather than a singledomain structure as suggested in the original crystallographic report [17] . In our solution to the domain cutting problem, compact units are defined as having minimal surface and maximal interior residue-residue contacts. The compact units are derived by dividing up a protein structure into a tree of putative folding units. An optimal division of a given set of structures maximizes the appearance of recognizably similar substructures (compact units) in different proteins, with recurrence quantified as the sum of Z scores between the selected units. The result is a small set of large substructures in terms of which most protein structures can be parsimoniously described. Structural similarities within this set of domains form the basis for the analysis of fold space (Fig. 1 ).
Folds and minimal cores
The term 'fold' is commonly used to group together domains with a structural core formed by secondary structure elements in a similar mutual orientation and connectivity (i.e. similar topology in protein jargon). How do these folds relate to structural neighbourhoods detected by the quantitative all-on-all comparison? In general, the structural neighbourhoods in fold space do not form distinct clusters. However, for the purpose of clustering domains into discrete equivalence groups, more or less in agreement with the common notion of fold, we have employed the simple process of average linkage clustering [2] , stopping at an empirically chosen cut-off in structural similarity. Let us now ask: what structural principles, if any, are visible in these groups? Although the groups are selected on the basis of similarity of 3D shapes, the prominent impression is one of rather surprising variability in regions around the central core regions. Structural variability is observed both in groups of structures that are related by functional constraints, and in large groups related by structural similarity but without any apparent biological connection. In a process analogous to analyzing conserved sequence positions in multiple sequence alignments, we can define minimal cores based on the presence of structurally equivalent residues in multiple structure alignments.
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Figure 6
Variations around structural themes. (a) The enzyme responsible for bioluminescence, bacterial luciferase [21] , has the classical (␤␣) 8 -barrel topology. (b) The non-fluorescent flavoprotein, LuxF [22] , is evolutionarily related to luciferase. Surprisingly, the structure of LuxF entirely skips one stave of the barrel (variable regions shown in red, N-terminal ␤␣ subunits in green). Depending on the point of view, the closed (␤␣) 8 -barrel topology either can be supported by, or is compatible with, two alternative modes of relaxed sidechain packing [23] .
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Figure 5
Minimal functional core. In an analysis of the similarity relationships detectable among all known structures, the most clearly visible organizing principle is that of structural conservation due to a continuity of functional constraints in evolution. However, as long as the architectural support of the active site remains, large-scale deviations are quite acceptable. This principle is beautifully illustrated by the six incarnations of the lysozyme fold (red), arranged in a ring around the invariantly conserved substructure. The structurally invariant portion defines the minimal functional core of a divergently related superfamily. The functional core (shown in the centre and cut out from the structure of human lysozyme) consists of a three-stranded ␤ sheet to the right of the substrate, N-acetylglucosamine (NAG; blue), and two helices crossing above NAG. To give a visual cue, the NAG substrate from the human lysozyme is shown in structurally equivalent positions in each of the other structures.
Overall the structures show considerable variation, and the minimal functional core is surprisingly small; in this case the functional core is not by itself a compact structural unit.
Human lysozyme
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Functional constraints are believed to result in the retention of structural features during evolutionary divergence. Nevertheless, deviations around the common core between remote relatives can involve as much as half of the structure, as in the comparison of glycogen phosphorylase to DNAglucosyltransferase [11] . A comparison of different lysozyme structures reveals variations in even larger fractions of the proteins (Fig. 5) . We define the 'minimal functional core' as regions which are invariantly conserved in all members of a superfamily of functionally and structurally related proteins. In lysozymes, the minimal functional core consists of a small ␤ sheet located on one side of the substrate and two ␣ helices at the back of the substrate. It seems plausible that these elements are the minimal set required to sustain substrate binding and catalysis. The minimal functional core of lysozymes does not have the characteristics of a structural unit that would be capable of folding independently. Indeed, each incarnation of 'the lysozyme fold' uses additional elements as structural support to the functional core, so that it would be difficult to define the essential elements from a single structure. (Reassuringly, structure comparison detects sufficiently strong similarities due to the active-site region that lysozymes are detected as forming a group distinct from other protein structures.)
Many classical folds are associated with a particular topological pattern; we will discuss here variations to such patterns. The nicely symmetrical (␤␣) 8 , alias TIM, barrel topology groups together structures with very different ellipticity of the barrel, and also includes surprising deviations from the consensus strand connectivity ( Fig. 6 ; [17] ). A total of 65 immunoglobulin-like domains have been identified and are known to have ␤-sandwich structures comprised of seven to nine ␤ strands. However, if the minimal structural core of these domains is defined as the positionally invariant elements identified in a multiple structure alignment, then the minimal core only comprises four strands (Fig. 7) . The minimal structural core of the immunoglobulin-like domains, interpreted in terms of the protein folding process, is suggestive of a folding nucleus onto which the rest of the structure readily collapses in a sequence-specific manner. This suggestion derives from a conceptual leap stating that elements stably recurring in evolution also stably occur in the process of folding. Experiments testing this hypothesis would be most welcome.
Complementary to defining minimal cores for multimembered groups, one may ask whether folds defined as unique are really singular. The distribution of structures into the different clusters is highly skewed [2] and our operational fold definition leads to a large number of unique folds, one of which is shown in Figure 8 . Even though the overall domain fold is unique (with the similarity threshold currently in use), the topology diagram reveals that the domain is composed of very common topological motifs at the subdomain level. If we stay at the domain level of structure classification, we do not yet see any signs of saturation in the number of new domain types [2] . In attempting to describe the spectrum of all possible protein structures, charting fold space at the subdomain level (yet above single secondary structure elements, of which there are two types) may be more productive [18] .
Conclusions
Protein sequence and function data, derived from genome projects, and 3D structure data from experimental structural biology will soon yield the complete catalogue of natural proteins. Structure neighbouring is the basis of information services available on the World Wide Web that provide biologists with the tools to search for similarities The minimal structural core. The common structural features of 65 immunoglobulin-like domains were mapped onto a central member of the cluster. These immunoglobulin-like domains have detectably similar 3D shapes with seven to nine ␤ strands arranged in two ␤ sheets but flexible topological connectivity of the edge strands. Consequently, the structurally invariant core comprises only the two central ␤ ladders. Colour coding changes from blue (regions aligned to the central member in 100% of members of the cluster) to red (less than 50% occupancy). This way of displaying variability within a cluster illustrates how little need be conserved and raises a question about the size scale at which principles of protein structure formation apply. (Figure  reproduced from [2] , with permission.)
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between a newly determined protein structure and known structures in the PDB. Such searches can lead to the identification of new types of protein architecture or to the discovery of unexpected evolutionary relations between protein families.
Structure classification classically focuses on structural domains and discrete domain folds. Exhaustive all-on-all structure comparison leads to a new view of fold space with less sharp boundaries between different folds. This analysis also raises doubts as to whether the search for grand folding principles in operation at the domain level of structural hierarchy will be fruitful. Instead, the analy-sis leads to the concepts of minimal structural cores and minimal functional cores. We propose that it may be productive to view protein evolution in terms of diver-sions around these minimal cores and that analysis of the minimal cores may help us to understand key events in protein folding.
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Figure 8
Unique fold but ambiguous topological classification. (a) The structure of ␤-hydroxydecanoyl thiol ester dehydrase [24] . The structure is an antiparallel ␤ sheet clasping around a central ␣ helix and defines a unique 'hot dog' fold [24] in the PDB, even though there are structural neighbours with which it has partial overlap. (b) Topologically, the structure of ␤-hydroxydecanoyl thiol ester dehydrase may be described as an up-and-down motif with an insertion (␣-␤3), or as a Greek key motif with an N-terminal appendix (␤ strands are shown as arrows, ␣ helices as circles). This illustrates one difficulty in the prediction (enumeration) of admissible but yet unobserved protein structures (i.e. the flexible ways in which common topological motifs can blend into each other). 
